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EDITOR'S NOTE
JOSEPH DREW
From a new vantage point, one's perspective changes. Viewed from
here in Prague, the comparative study of civilizations takes on a color,
a reality, a vibrancy that one doesn't necessarily find in West Virginia,
my previous academic home. Here, certainly, civilizations and cultures
have come into close contact with each other since time immemorial—
and the results have been well known, vivid, positive and negative. So
the consciousness of civilizational analysis is widespread in the Czech
Republic and across Central Europe, I suspect.
Nonetheless, it is almost impossible for anyone, anywhere, who
reads or even watches television not to think about civilizational issues
after the terrible events of September 11 in New York, Washington, and
Pennsylvania.
We have heard a great deal from many commentators about the
clash breaking out between Western Civilization and Islamic
Civilization. Some have weighed in on the theses of Samuel
Huntington, to be sure. But I have not noticed any sizable number of references in the mass media to so many others who, especially since the
dawn of modern times, have studied civilizations; defined, denoted or
explained them; or analyzed clashes between them.
Where in the public forum are the ideas of Comte, Linton, Toynbee,
Spengler, Sorokin, Quigley? Why have Weberian, Parsonian,
Ogburnian, or Freudian analyses not been presented as heuristic devices
to the public, to explain what might be involved? What about the
approaches of such greats as Ortega y Gasset, Pareto, Peguy, Wittfogel?
So many important theories have been generated over the centuries
by scholarly, thoughtful men and women to address just this type of situation—and yet, it seems, we have not succeeded in making scholarship
as relevant to current events as we ought to have.
I am reminded of the arguments made by those who differentiate
scholarship from action, theory from practice, the world of ideas from
everyday life. The writings of Erasmus, Kant, Weber, and Julien Benda
come to mind; many others could be cited.
Are we, for example, simply once again in an age of passion, not
reason? Benda wrote early in the last century of "passions termed political, owing to which men rise up against other men, the chief of which
are racial passions, class passions, and national passions. Those persons
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who are most determined to believe in the inevitable progress of the
human species, especially in its indispensable movement toward more
peace and love, cannot deny that during the past century these passions
have attained—and day by day increasingly so—in several most important directions, a degree of perfection hitherto unknown in history."
Set against those who practice the application of passions, he
wrote, are the intellectuals, the "clerks." They have constituted "for
more than two thousand years until modern times . . . an uninterrupted
series of philosophers, men of religion, men of literature, artists, men of
learning (one might say almost all during this period), whose influence,
whose life, were in direct opposition to the realism (i.e., passion) of the
multitudes."
It is the task of the intellectuals, Benda argued, to act as a check
upon the reign of public passion, to analyze from a detached perspective, to use a scholarly and reflective approach in order to get at truth—
and justice.
The "clerks" (derived from "clerics"), the intellectuals and scholars, do have many valuable contributions to make in contemporary society. And no place, I would maintain, constitutes a greater scholarly
repository of knowledge about civilizations—and the implications of
civilizational analysis—than the International Society for the
Comparative Study of Civilizations.
So, in an effort to rectify this situation, and perhaps to inform somewhat the public discourse, I would like to cite what several of our active
scholars in this learned society have to say about the meaning the
September 11 attack. Here are the views of three men and three women,
all Americans, from different parts of the country, all ISCSC stalwarts:
The Secretary of the ISCSC Executive Council is Michael
Andregg of Minnesota. A man devoted to peace studies, he writes that:
September 11, 2001 will be remembered either as the beginning of
World War III (a.k.a. the "Clash of Civilizations" as publicized by ISCSC
member Samuel Huntington) or as the beginning of a profound transformation of international politics away from wars and toward legal
processes. Alas, it is too early to tell what the people of earth shall choose.
Certainly the potential for both outcomes is high. Already we have
seen "special weapons" used in the form of sporadic (and anonymous)
delivery of anthrax to media outlets in America. We will be very lucky if
that is the extent of special weapons used before this is over. And if
President Bush is to be believed, America is now obliged to "take out"
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol46/iss46/2
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at least seven governments that sponsor terrorism, according to our
official list and his speech of September 20 (Iraq, Iran, Libya, Syria,
Sudan, Cuba and North Korea).
This list omits Afghanistan which we are currently attacking with
gusto, of course, and the US ofA, whose CIA has sponsored a list of death
squads, bombings, coups and other arguably terrorist attacks to rival any
institution or bad boy on this earth today. It also omits a bunch of other
countries that would have to be included on any comprehensive and
objective list of those who have sponsored terrorism in the recent past.
I pray that moderates of Islam will restrain their more zealous "holy
warriors" or we will likely see the worse of the alternatives before us.
Certainly both sides are using a lot of "holy war" language now, which
is one of the ways that smaller conflicts can become World Wars.
There is another, highly significant dimension to the current conflict
I would close on here. There is a war going on today for the soul of Islam
which has close parallels within Judaism and Christianity, and a weaker
echo in fundamentalist Hinduism. This is the struggle between ecumenical, tolerant, pluralistic, life-affirming forms based on love, and medieval,
violent, bigoted, fundamentalist forms based on fear and hatred.
Iran, for example, is riveted today between the "moderate progressives " ted by President Khatami, and "hard-line conservative clerics "
led by Ayatollah Khamenei. For another relevant example, consider the
rigid and intensely provocative dream of an "Eretz Yisrael" (Greater
Israel)...which some militant settlers in the occupied territories of
Israel/Palestine promote today.
If the fundamentalists in these many camps prevail, a global war
among them is nearly inevitable. If moderates manage to control their
violent brethren, and associated greed and racist hatred, there is a
chance for peace to prevail and for human civilization to endure.
Which the people of earth shall choose remains to be observed.
Another longtime, prominent leader of the ISCSC has been
Dr. Midori Rynn of Pennsylvania. She observes that:
The human race has killed often in the name of god—or gods. While
there are many causes of war—for territorial expansion, economic gain,
or because of the drives of hegemonic powers—when religion is added
to the equation, the result is truly lethal. And if hatred can be added to
it, the leader has a powerful tool. Unfortunately, when the idea and
practice of hatred is carried out to the second generation, it becomes
nearly impossible to turn it o f f .
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There was a relative lack of hatred at the time of World War II. Even
most of the so-called kamikaze suicide pilots, unlike terrorists, did not
exhibit hatred; they were motivated by a desire to protect their homeland
and loved ones. In fact, even during the war, I heard some words of sympathy for American prisoners of war being led away on the city streets.
And when the war was over, Americans who came to occupy Japan
were surprised by the lack of individual hatred directed against them by
the people of a defeated nation. Perhaps, too, they were surprised to
hear most Japanese thank God that it had ended. "It took a total defeat
to get rid of our own military clique; we could not have done it alone."
My thinking is that, contrary to a war between or among nations,
terrorism is plainly propelled by an enormous degree of individual
hatred—not only hatred against an enemy nation but also against the
people who comprise it. I refuse to think that one civilization, in its
entirety, is especially prone to hatred of others. While some emphasize
the pacific settlement of disputes, no civilization ought to be written off
as fundamentally belligerent and hateful. What is needed is to settle
conflicts as quickly as possible; by so doing, individual acts of hostility
are kept from spreading to the next generation.
Recently, Dr. Matt Melko of Ohio, long-time leader in ISCSC, wrote:
The attack on the World Trade Center appears to be the first intercivilizational encounter between Islamic and Western forces occurring
outside Islamic Civilization. And here we have the development of a new
low technique unanticipated in the West, the use of passenger planes as
bombs. This created a great deal of fear and frustration: fear because—
as is usually the case with the development of a new technique—no
immediate defense is available, and frustration because of the relative
inaccessibility of the attacker.
This was an intercivilizational attack, to be sure, but it was clear
that this did not involve inevitable hostility between the Christian and
Islamic religions. Rather, it was an attack of extraordinary magnitude
by an extreme group, but otherwise not very different from the attack of
extreme secularists from the same civilization on Black Churches in
America, or by one Christian group on another in Ireland.
Civilizationist and ISCSC member Stedman B. Noble, of
Washington, gives this analysis:
First, I think that Westerners ought to realize that this not about the
West, and the attack that they feel is not the major consequence. This is
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about the modernization of Islam. In answering the way that he did,
President Bush put Islam on the spot. What is the situation in Islam?
That they are living in the past.
When Islamic students come to the West they find themselves inadequately prepared. For example: the pilots who committed the acts of
September 11 were almost flunked out of school. When Chinese students
come here, some of them become great scientists. When people from
India come here, some of them become rich computer experts. Although
there are exceptions, relatively few students from Islamic countries have
performed here in a superior fashion.
Thus, what Islamic people find is that their students go abroad and
come back full of hatred. And, on occasion they make it worse in Islamic
societies by having schools (especially for youngsters) in which only the
Koran is taught.
President Bush is turning this into a war and thus challenges the
modernizing middle class in Islam: they have got to change their attitude toward basic education. For example, right now, the Palestinian
universities are closed. The middle class of the Arabic world is under
attack by their own youngsters.
They let it be framed as an attack upon the West but it is not so. It
is an attack upon the middle class in the Islamic countries. I fear that
Indonesia's government could fall, and for Pakistan it is now touch and
go. It is not clear who might fall after that.
All Islamic countries are under threat.
According to CCR Editor Laina Farhat-Holzman of California, who
is leading the committee planning our next annual meeting, in Jamaica:
Now we have another terror group, ostensibly that of Osama bin
Laden, that has carried out a horrendous attack on the United States.
Our initial reaction is that if we get Osama bin Laden, we have neutralized the enemy. Unfortunately, as our government is trying to tell us,
it is not quite so simple. Bin Laden is the inspiration for this newest of
hate movements, but is only first among equals. There are many other
groups—mostly Muslim radicals—but others who are Tamil (Hindus),
groups in Colombia and Peru (Marxists who were once Christian), and
in Mexico (a range of terrorists, primarily in the business of drugs).
Why did the old Terror Network exist? The Cold War played up ideological issues and the Russians seemed to be supporting the cause of
justice. But think about it: Marxists preached equality, brotherhood,
and a government of the people but certainly did not practice this them-
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selves, as we now know. And the United States and Europe seemed to be
supporting capitalism, racism, and dictatorial governments in the Third
World. With the exception of dictatorships, these perceptions were false.
People living in the West were light years better off in almost every
respect than people in the Marxist world.
Why do we have a new Terror Network today? Is it, as the Taliban
says, that the West is conducting a crusade against the Muslim world?
Is it the Clash of Civilizations that Samuel B. Huntington predicted?
No. The Taliban and Islamic fanatics around the world are right to
fear us because when people really do have choices, they choose us.
People vote with their feet, when they can. But these benighted souls
know that the only way they can practice their reactionary, ferocious
perversion of Islam is to do it by brainwashing and force. Our very existence is a threat to them, not the reverse.
Finally, here are some thoughts of a recent member of our ISCSC
Executive Council, Dr. Ellen Berg of Washington, D.C.:
We are, it seems to me, ensnared in an intercivilizational encounter
of a nasty sort. As a sociologist I take my bearings from the writings of
Max Weber, and (despite my patriotic love of democracy) I see alarming flaws in the modernity we offer from our side of this encounter.
Weber concluded The Protestant Ethic on a somber note: "The
Puritan wanted to work in a calling; we are forced to do so." We must
work and consume (even at this moment of vulnerability and grief) so
the economy will flourish. This is demanded by the rationalized, compulsive economic order within which we live; our "iron cage" (p. 181).
Looking to the future, Weber saw three prospects: a continuation of the
same, making us "specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart";
or "the dawning of a new age, with new prophets"; or alternatively, "a
great rebirth of old ideas and ideals" (p.182). It is this latter which
seems to me to be what some Islamic fundamentalists (e.g., Iranian clerics) and extremists (e.g., al Qaeda) hope to achieve.
The old ideas and ideals of religious wars and absolutist religious
states are to be deplored, and fought against. Part of that fight, it seems
to me, must be an intellectual stock-taking of our own civilizational
strengths and weaknesses, including our iron cage. For the scholarly
community this is a time for thinking idealistically but pragmatically
about new social arrangements which will quell the antagonism we
face. This will require making the distribution of wealth more equitable,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol46/iss46/2
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and, also, heightening the non-materialistic appeal of modernity.
Now is the moment to face down our fears, and our flaws, and think
our way to a new dawn. We must, as Weber was wont to say, "meet the
demands of the day."
A wide range of views—many valuable insights. Many more could
have been collated, had time been available. My conclusion: If only the
ISCSC had a publicity department! Clearly, there are incisive contributions scholarly experts, students of civilizations, can make to our understanding of contemporary issues. The question is: how do we make
these contributions a regular part of the public discourse?
Joseph Drew, Ph.D.
President
Anglo-American College
Prague, Czech Republic
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